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This is the fourth issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views' for Volume 17 (2003) and
the last for the year. As always we have a mixed bag of articles and another large issue this time with a total
of 14 editorial articles.
I hope everyone finds something of interest in this issue. We have a major article this issue which takes a
new look at the P-51Ks of 3 Sqn RAAF and which contradicts much of what was published on the subject in
past years. The second part of that article covering the P-51B/C versions will be published next year. While
on the subject of Mustangs, I should state that I do not recommend the recent book that Model Alliance
have published on 'Commonwealth Mustangs'. The author of this book has just simply rehashed stuff published over 30 years ago with apparently no attempt to actually study the photos and get things correct. For
instance 3 Sqn Mustangs do not have Blue spinners as they would have you believe, they are RED !!!
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Darren Mottram, Mick Evans, Dick Hourigan, Ross Laves, Mick Mirkovic & Garry
Green plus the WWII vets named in my 3 Sqn article. Obviously I also am grateful to the following people
who have assisted with other material - Dave Edwards, Gary Wickham and Garry Byk for the review materials. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.

Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

Editor
Steve Mackenzie

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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S/Ldr Nash's natural metal CV-P KH716 again, pictured at dispersal. 500 lb bomb carried under each wing. Note where the
filler is showing along the front edge of the Silver painted wing. Photo via D.Hourigan
In issues 15/3 & 15/4 we had a look at the Camouflage & Markings
of the Mustang Mk.IIIs (P-51B/C) and Mk.IVas (P-51K) as used by 3
Sqn RAAF. While there are no actual errors that I know of in those
articles apart from the correct identification of the Razorback CV-<>
carrying the Malcolm Hood (see later in this article), quite a bit more
has become available on exactly how these airframes were painted
through the efforts of Dick Hourigan who sent me a number of very
useful photos to copy and Steve Brooking in the U.K who supplied a
couple of vital bits of info which enabled me to sort all this out. This
article covers the P-51Ks, the Razorback versions will be next year
(things got bigger than I expected !!).
As stated in the last issue, the first Mustangs Mk.III Razorback versions arrived to re-equip the Sqn on the 13th of November. The first
P-51K (Mustang IVa) version to be received was KH677 CV*P which
arrived on 26th Nov. This machine was the mount of S/Ldr Murray
Nash but is not his well known later Natural Metal mount KH716 (per
the heading photo) but was camouflaged as per the excellent article
by Dick Hourigan in an issue of APMA Magazine in 2002. For those
interested this aircraft was re-coded CV-<> when Nash received
KH716 on 15th Dec 1944.
The P-51Ks used by 3 Sqn were decorated with the White Southern
Cross on a Medium Blue rudder, with Red Spinners (some with a
partial Natural metal portion). Some were camouflaged as per the
Mustang Mk.III aircraft, but others especially late in the war were op-

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

erated in Natural Metal. Camouflaged aircraft carried codes in white.
Natural Metal aircraft carried them in either Black or Medium Blue as
per the rudders.
When modelling these aircraft don't forget that you will have to
make modifications to the base model to give it the appropriate prop
of the 'K' version and you will also need unshrouded exhausts as all
the machines that I can find photos do not have the exhaust shrouds
fitted.
Acknowledgements
Gratefully acknowledged for their assistance are Dick Hourigan for
photos and the Steve Brooking/ John Melson team for helping to
analyse the available information. Hopefully their extensive research
into RAF Mustangs will be available in print in 2004.
In addition I would like to thank as always the following WWII vets
who have allowed use of their photographic material : Ken Richards,
Reg Moore and Lew Ranger.
On the next page I am going to have a look at various aspects of the
markings used on 3 Sqn Mustangs in detail. Much of the information
used has been adopted from Dick Hourigan's article on the restoration of VH-JUC as Murray Nash's CV*P KH677 that appeared in
APMA magazine issue 2-02 and I am indebted to Dick for allowing
permission to quote from his notes.

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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3 Pilots by port cockpit (unk, F/O Ken Caldecott & F/Lt Barney Davies) of an airframe in NMF. Note Blue code letters and serial
block above the wing root. Photo via D.Hourigan

ANA Colours
Before we start a brief note about the colour references is needed.
The aircraft were actually painted at the factory to match colour chips
from the ANA 157 series. While the names used in this series may be
the same, the actual colours have changed over the years. Hence
there is included a list of colours that are the closest equivalents in
the American Federal Standard FS595b reference system.
Peter Malone supplied Dick some 1940 vintage colour chips sourced
from the Smithsonian Institute in America and he had access to unfaded samples from Judy Pay's 1941 vintage P-40. These confirmed
that Olive Drab ANA No 613 was very different to the modern socalled equivalent colour of the same name. The post WW2 Olive
Drab used on the RAAF Museum Mustang's anti-dazzle panel is a
much browner colour. See table attached.

Colour Table
Name

ANA 157 Ref

FS595b Ref

Olive Drab

ANA 613

FS24094

Sea Grey

ANA 603

FS26152

Light Grey

ANA 602

FS26440

Blue (on rudder)

FS25190 is slightly darker

Red on spinner

FS21140

Rudder Colours & Markings

Black

ANA 604

FS27038

The P-51Ks used by 3 Sqn were decorated with the White Southern
Cross on a Medium Blue rudder, the question was: what was the actual blue used on the rudder, given that different references used different names to describe it? In the end Dick matched the background
colour behind the Southern Cross of the RAAF Ensign as this
seemed to be a logical and obvious source for the original marking.
(Editor - that is considered to be the best choice, however it must be
noted that photos show that it can vary a fair bit between different airframes. It is believed to have been mixed from Roundel Blue and
White, and different batches obviously varied a bit).

Insignia Blue

ANA 605

FS25044

Dull Red

ANA 618

FS20109

White

ANA 601

FS27880

Orange-Yellow

ANA 614

FS23538

Two close up photos determined the position of the stars. These
were clear enough to accurately scale them: the 7 pointers were 4
inches in diameter, the 5 pointer was 3 inches. A full size tracing of
the rudder was used to establish their positions with the 5 point
'Epsilon Crucis' always on the right.

Cockpit Green

FS24110 approximately

Sky (BS381c 210)

FS24672

Sky Blue
Boeing Primer Green

ANA 610

FS25550
FS34552 is much lighter

Roundels
On reading the various manuals it was noted that 40" upper wing
roundels were introduced in 1944 whereas the factory drawings called
for 32" markings. Mocked up circles positioned to match the panel
lines in the photos confirmed that 3 Sqn were using the larger size.
This prompted a closer look at the lower surface roundels which were
the specified 32" size but were universally positioned further aft than
the manual position in all the available underside photos of 3 Sqn
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Mustangs. Their aft edge lined up with a rivet line extending from the
forward edge of the flap so ours were positioned to match. Roundels
carried were Type 'C' below the wings, 'C1' on the fuselage and Type
'C' on the upperwing surfaces from 7 Jan 1945 (they were Type 'B'
prior to that).

Marking Detail Notes
Roundel diameters are as follows: Fuselage - Yellow 36"/Blue 32"/
White 16"/Red 12"; Upper Wing - Blue 40"/Red 16"; Under Wing - Blue
32"/White 16"/Red 12". The 24" high fin flash has Red 11"/White 2"/
Blue 11" stripes. Serial characters are typically 8" high x 4" wide with 1"
wide strokes, spaced with 1" gaps. Sqn Code characters are typically
18" high x 15" wide with 3" wide strokes, again spaced with 1" gaps to
themselves and the roundels. Both the serial and code characters have
45 Deg corners as shown in the detail drawing (on Page 13). Note - the
comment above re serials applies to KH677, some of the other airframes use different styles for the serials.

Camouflage Patterns
As stated in issue 15/3 all the camouflaged Mustang aircraft operated
by 3 Sqn were officially painted in the standard European Day Fighter
scheme of Dark Green and Ocean Grey uppersurfaces with Medium
Sea Grey lowersurfaces. However these aircraft where painted at the
factory were in the U.S equivalents of the RAF scheme. This utilised
ANA 613 Olive Drab and ANA 603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA
602 Light Gray lowersurfaces. This scheme is relatively low contrast for
the uppersurface colours as ANA 603 is much darker than RAF Ocean
Grey, thus the photos of a/c with such an appearance. There is an official pattern for this scheme (referred to here after as the T.O scheme)
in the P-51D erection manual which has been shown in a number of
references, the most easily accessible being Scale Aircraft Modelling
(SAM) issue 25/5 (July 2003).
This pattern appears to have been used on only a few early airframes
delivered to 3 Sqn. I previously made comments about photographic
evidence that the RAF painted some of them locally in the standard
Day Fighter scheme of Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey.
Steve Brooking has been able to confirm that what I thought was a repaint pattern was applied at the factory in lieu of the official one which
appears in the P-51D erection manual. This pattern (referred to here
after as the 'firewall' scheme) appears on a number of machines in the
photos I now have available.

Above two photos show snowbound P-51Ks during early
1945. Note how the camo returns around and under the
wing leading edges and the 'screamer' carried below the
wing tip as per the P-40Ls a couple of issues ago. Photos
via D.Hourigan

Additionally a 3rd pattern appears on some airframes that were transferred from U.K stocks to the M.E in Mar 1945 to make up a short fall in
numbers in Italy. This pattern (referred to here after as the 'loop'
scheme) is different again in both pattern and colours and is important
as it appears on one distinctive 3 Sqn airframe. Other machines were
received in Natural Metal overall after the decision by the USAAF
authorities to dispense with camouflage altogether.
Details of these camouflage patterns will be individually covered on
subsequent pages in this. It should be noted that as with all camouflage
patterns, that the upper view provided is 'generic' as patterns will vary a
bit between individual airframes. This should be kept in mind when
comparing the upper view to the side views:
One final point is that on several of the photos used in this article,
'Screamers' can be seen attached under the outer wings as per those
in the P-40L article a couple of issues ago.

F/O I.S.Purssey's CV-L KH806 after being pulled from the water after it's excursion on 3/4/45. Photo RAAF Official

F/O I.S.Purssey's CV-L KH806 after receiving FLAK damage
to the rudder. Detailed close up shot of the Stars on the Blue
rudder. Above Photo RAAF Official
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A very important photo taken in early Jan 45 (thus the 'B' type upper wing roundels) showing two P-51K airframes in the T.O
camouflage scheme. The airframe to the left appears to be coded CV*G which would make it serial KH679. The camouflaged P-51K in the centre is either CV*E KH710 or CV*<> KH677. The code letter on KH677 was changed from 'P' to
'Diamond' when the new NMF CV*P KH716 (shown to left) was received. Photo RAAF Official

The T.O scheme which is illustrated in the P-51D erection manual,
and the subject of an article in SAM Jul 2003, nominates how these P51D/K airframes were to be painted. It is a factory scheme which is
believed to have been applied by North American to the airframes during production in the USA using the American ANA colours. This gives
a low contrast scheme in photos (which can make it difficult to interpret
the colour demarcations). One recognition point is the presence of the
fuselage band in ANA 610 Sky Blue which seems to appear only on
this scheme.
I have only located photos of 3 airframes which appear to have been
painted in this scheme in 3 Sqn RAAF service. They are CV*G KH679,
CV*P later CV*<> KH677 and CV*E KH710. These 3 aircraft along
with CV*P KH716 (in NMF) were all delivered in 1944. Later deliveries
of camouflaged P-51Ks to 3 Sqn all appear to have consisted of the
'firewall' scheme which uses a different pattern (but still in the ANA
colours).

Photo R.Moore

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-E, KH710, Pilot: unk, Fano early 1945.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder (the White Southern Cross does not appear to have been applied yet in the photo). The fuselage band is ANA 610 Sky Blue (being factory applied) and not British Sky. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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This is the only known photo of S/Ldr Murray Nash's first P-51K coded
CV*P serial KH677. There has been some conjecture as to exactly
which scheme this airframe is actually in due to the photo showing so
little to go by. The fact that it has the ANA 610 Sky Blue fuselage
band, and that the serial is presented in the same style as CV*E
KH710 on P.6, leads one to conclude that it is really in this T.O
scheme as Dick Hourigan concluded in his APMA article.
I have drawn the starboard side of the airframe to show how the pattern is arranged on that side for those wishing to model one of these
two machines.

Drawing to show the upper view of the T.O pattern. This is fairly typical of RAF marking practice with the small triangular areas of colour
on the leading / or trailing edges to break up the pattern.
Note that the darker of the 2 upper surface colours is the ANA 613
Olive Drab colour.

While the photo of CV*E KH710 on the previous
page is not the best photo (the original was not
very good, thus not giving a very good reproduction), this appears to be the only photo that gives
an overall photo of an airframe in this scheme.
Manipulation of the print in the equivalent of
Photoshop, shows that the colour demarcation
lines follows the T.O pattern and not the later
'firewall' pattern.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-P, KH677, Pilot: S/Ldr M.Nash, Fano Nov 1944.
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red
Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The fuselage band is ANA 610 Sky Blue (being factory applied) and not
British Sky. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'B' type.
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This photo shows Lew Ranger's CV*W KH755 'Anita', at Cervia in Apr 1945. We have previously looked at this airframe in
issue 15/4, but further info has now come to light re the camouflage scheme that the machine is painted in. Note how in typical P-51 fashion that the undercarraige doors are starting to bleed down. Photo Lew Ranger
The T.O scheme which is illustrated in Pt.3 of this article is the official
pattern in the P-51D erection manual, and nominates how these P-51D/
K airframes were to be painted (in theory). Although it is common on the
P-51B/Cs used by 3 Sqn, it is very rare on the P-51Ks (only being seen
on a few early airframes).
The most common scheme seen by far on the P-51Ks in photos is another pattern (once again painted in the ANA colours) which is significantly different in layout, particularly on the nose and tail and the wings
which are completely different. I have reconstructed the pattern
(hereafter known as the 'firewall' pattern) from photos, only the outer
portion of each wing outboard of the roundels being a guesstimate as
none of the photos show those areas clearly. Another couple of important differences are the lack of a fuselage band and the serial being
carried forward of and level with the tailplanes in 6" high letters. In my
original articles I nominated this as being a local repaint pattern in the
Med. but it now appears that it may have actually been factory applied.
Steve Brooking advised - We think that this scheme is a significant

variation/simplification of the factory scheme which was introduced at
sometime during the P-51C/Mustang III production at Dallas. We think
that the front edge of the OD/DG below the cockpit on both sides follows removable panel lines that mark the line of the firewall in front of
the cockpit. The line of this paint is in fact geometrically straight (see
GA*S) following the panel line (although it is possible that partial repainting on some a/c may have put on a bit of a curve to soften the
line). The Melson-Brooking view is that when these a/c were painted at
the factory, for some reason the production process/sequence had
changed and the main airframe/fuselage was painted with a disruptive
pattern before the engine panels were fitted and the engine panels were
all painted ANA Sea Gray elsewhere before they were brought to the
production/assembly line. From Figure 22 in the SAAF book you will
see that the OD/Sea Gray patterns on the horiz stab have been
switched around from the TO scheme. On the port side the OD is
switched from the outside of the horiz stab to the inside ie linking up
with the segment of OD/DG across the fin and rudder. Similarly your
scan of CV*Z and your drwg shows that on the stbd side the OD/DG
has switched from the inside to the outside of the horiz stab.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-W, KH755, 'Anita', Pilot: Lew Ranger, Cervia, Apr 1945.
'Firewall' pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes,
Red Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. Name 'Anita' carried in Yellow lettering. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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We illustrated this airframe in issue 15/4, with additional info becoming
available it is repeated here. A photo which Steve Brooking supplied a
copy of (which cannot be reproduced here for copyright reasons)
showed the rear end more clearly. The 'W' is a different shape to previously drawn and the crocodile is carried above the fin flash.

These 4 photos are all from Lew Ranger. On the last photo, the
dark area above the engine cowling is just shadow from the propeller blade and not an area of Dark Green (ANA 613) paint.
This last photo also shows best the demarcation between the
TS-G
a similar
at Darwin
1944.
ANA
613A58-394
and 603after
running
along crash
the firewall
joint. Jul
Photos
Lew
Yellow
Spinner
and
Cannon
Barrel
with
no
outer
stub
Ranger

(wing faired over). Photo: P.Malone

This airframe has always had Historian's and illustrators stumped. It
is serial KH794 (received on 8 Mar 45) not KH791 as asserted elsewhere, and the nature of the photos (being either very dark or very
light) has led to other attempts to illustrate the camouflage pattern to
be in error.

The demarcation which can just be seen on the starboard wing root
in the first photo (on the next page) is typical of the 'firewall' pattern.
John Melson has examined this photo in Photoshop, and after extreme manipulation of the color values etc has confirmed that it carries this pattern. Thus this drawing below supercedes the one that I
had in issue 15/4.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-G, KH794, Pilot: unk, Cervia, Apr/May 1945.
'Firewall' pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes,
Red Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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Photos RAAF Official & Ken Richards

This was the only photo which I had of this airframe when we did
the previous article. Note on this better print supplied by Dick,
how the colour demarcation runs straight forward near the wing
root (a distinctive and unusual feature of this scheme). Originally I
missed the 'crocodile' insignia above the fin flash and thought the
Spinner would be Red which it looks from this angle.
The colours look like RAF Dark Green and Ocean Grey, but are
probably in reality highly faded versions of ANA 613/603 on the
upper surfaces. Note how the 'No Step' stencil on the flap is
painted over the camo colours which should indicate that the airframe is in the same colours that it was painted at the factory.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-A, KH670, Pilot: F/Lt A.Lane, Cervia, Apr 1945+.
'Firewall' pattern either using faded ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces or RAF
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey. White codes & Black serials. The Spinner is ANA 610 Sky Blue (ex factory). Medium Blue rudder
with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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The other 5 photos were all sent to me by Dick Hourigan after the initial articles were published. The 1st side view photo
shows that the Spinner is surprisingly painted in ANA 610 Sky Blue. The above left shows the 'crocodile' insignia on the port
fin of airframes in this scheme. It is not known who applied it but is not unique to 3 Sqn, also appearing on 5 SAAF Sqn aircraft. 3rd photo - head on view, note how the colour demarcation comes straight forward on either wing root. note Sky Blue
Spinner and White intake lip which looks like it may be a replacement part. On the last 2 photos (above), the louvres over the
intake grills can be seen. Photos via Dick Hourigan.
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This photo was important in enabling me to establish the layout of
the 'firewall' pattern on the starboard side. The colour boundary
running straight forward near the wing root can be seen again as
on the photos of CV*A KH676. The colours here are once again
much lighter looking than the standard ANA colours either indicating extreme weathering or repainting in RAF Dark Green/ Ocean
Grey etc. Appears to have louvres over the intake grills.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-Z, KH760, Pilot: unk, Cervia, Apr 1945+.
'Firewall' pattern either using faded ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces or RAF
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. I have
assumed a Red Spinner although you cannot tell from this angle.

Just to prove that this pattern was used by aircraft belonging to
other units in the Med. here is a classic example of the scheme
on a 112 Sqn aircraft. The colours here are the standard ANA
colours, note how the nose demarcation follows the line of the
firewall exactly. Appears to have louvres over the intake grills.
Note– Decals for this machine is included in one boxing of the
Hasegawa 1/48th scale (kit no 00028). Be Warned – their version of the Sharkmouth is wrong (they have it as a gradual curve
which it is not) and their colour pattern is completely wrong. The
pattern should be as per the info presented in this article for the
‘Firewall’ scheme.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 112 Sqn RAF, GA-S, KH774, Italy, 1945.
'Firewall' pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces. ANA 610 Sky
Blue codes and Spinner with Black serials. Sharkmouth of Red/Black with White teeth (not forgetting the 'eye' forward of the exhausts). The
upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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Drawing to show the upper view of the 'Firewall' pattern. This drawing shown in the faded colours applicable to CV*A and CV*Z, shows how the
pattern comes straight forward on either wing root and the entire nose forward of the firewall painted in one colour (ANA 603 Sea Grey). Also unusual for a pattern used on RAF machines, the wings appear to have a very simple pattern with the colours angled outward as drawn. All available photos showing the wings are consistent with what is drawn here.
Note – The darker tone on the drawing represents the ANA 613 Olive Drab colour.

Scrap view drawing showing the nominal shape of the Code
Letters as applied to 3 Sqn P-51Ks. Letters are of a ‘squarish’
shape with 45 Deg corners. Sizes on the real thing were
nominally 18” x 15” x 3” stroke width (note however that the
15” width could vary depending on the shape of individual
letters.
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A classic photo of Murray Nash's new NMF CV*P KH716. This photo shows very well the different effects of different metals
used in the construction of the NMF fuselage. Photo via Dick Hourigan

The other common scheme used on the P-51Ks of 3 Sqn is of course
the NMF (Natural Metal Finish) scheme. With this the fuselage and
tail planes were unpainted showing variations between different panels as per the heading photo. The wings however had filler applied
and after sanding smooth, were painted Silver giving a very even
overall finish. This was done to ensure the smooth finish required for
the laminar flow effect. The anti glare panels forward of the cockpit
were painted Dark Olive Drab. And finally serials on these NMF aircraft were normally positioned under the tail planes (CV*P KH716
being an early machine is an exception).

Many photos appear showing this airframe which seems to have been
the favourite to photograph (not surprising considering it was initially
the only NMF airframe amongst all the camouflaged ones). A different
batch is in issue 15/4.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-P, KH716, Pilot: S/Ldr Murray Nash, Fano early Jan 1945.
NMF scheme. Medium Blue codes, Red/Nat Metal Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing
roundels were originally of the 40" 'B' type, later being converted to 'C' type.
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These 4 photos are all from Dick Hourigan. On the 1st
photo, the wings still carry 'B' type roundels (being one of
the Jan official shots). The dark area along the front edge os
the fin seen in the later photos is a bit of a mystery as these
areas were NMF, not Silver painted like the wings. Note that
the 'P' on this machine is slightly different to that on the earlier KH677. Photos via Dick Hourigan

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-X, KH819, Pilot: unk, Cervia May 1945.
NMF scheme. Black codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the
40" 'C' type. Rudder colour appears a bit darker on this airframe.
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A couple of photos showing the two sides of CV*X KH819. This one has the Black variation of the codes which were seen on
some NMF airframes. Photo 'a' via D.Hourigan

A couple of photos showing the two sides of CV*K KH853. This one also has the Black variation of the codes which were
seen on some NMF airframes. Appears to have a NMF Spinner backplate in the series of in flight shots available. Note the 'K'
is non standard shape, being different both sides, and not even upright as shown clearly in the port side photo. Photos Ken
Richards

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, KH853, Pilot: F/Lt Ken Richards, Cervia May 1945.
NMF scheme. Black codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the
40" 'C' type. Note the odd shape and orientation of the 'K'. Louvres over the intake grills.
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These two photos seem to show either end of a post war line up. The
airframe drawn (CV*B KH845) has a couple of unusual features.
Firstly the Spinner is obviously not the standard Red as required by
DAF orders. It appears to be White.

roundel. Interestingly the aircraft at the other end of the lineup (CV*E
KH772 in the 'firewall' scheme) also has a canopy frame which appears to match the Red of the roundel. I think that being taken post
war, these photos show an attempt to add a bit of colour to the
scheme (other RAF Mustang Sqns are known to have done this also
Secondly the canopy frame is a dark colour not NMF. It could be Ol- in the same time frame).
ive Drab like the anti glare panel but seems to match the Red of the Photos via Dick Hourigan

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-B, KH845, Pilot: unk, Late 1945.
NMF scheme. Black codes, White Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of
the 40" 'C' type. Red canopy frame. Louvres over the intake grills.

Drawing to show the correct position of the under wing roundels (applicable to all the camo
schemes in these articles).
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There is one other scheme which I have located on photos of P-51Ks
in the Med. It is used on only a small number of airframes in this area
but can be seen in a few photos. Steve Brooking advised that the 249
Sqn aircraft that is illustrated ON P.19 was one of a number of airframes transferred from U.K stocks in Mar 1945 to make up a short
fall in Mustang numbers in Italy and that the scheme is one applied to
some airframes in the U.K

ber of aircraft in the U.K carrying this scheme including details of both
sides plus the upper wing pattern. A list of examples is attached below. Airframes in this pattern show colours where the Grey is much
lighter than ANA 603, thus supporting the theory that these machines
were repainted in the U.K in RAF Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea
Grey. Steve Brooking also supplied a list of the transferred airframes
which served with 3 Sqn RAAF. The only one which appears to have
been in the 'Loop' scheme is FB128, a Mustang III which will be illusWith that in mind a look through photos turned up a fairly large num- trated in the next issue.

The key to reconstructing the pattern is the photos of the test Mustang
Mk.I, AM106 of the Ducimus book listed below. This machine is in this
pattern, and the photos give both sides plus the wing pattern. Also see
the photo of 5J-A in the same book for a better look at the Port wing
pattern.

Aircam # 3
315 Sqn SZ-L on P.5
303 Sqn a/c (nose only) on P.4

The following list is some of the examples that I have found (there are
others, particularly on the Allison engined a/c not listed below).

Osprey Aircraft Aces # 21
303 Sqn PD-L on P.75 & Drawing 50
W/C Skalki's 'SS' on P.69 & Drawing 40 (see note below)
W/C Nowierski's 'TN' on Drawing 45

Mustang at War (Ian Allan)
Allison Mustang on P.35 (large photo)
I have found photos of Allison engined a/c, Mk.IIIs, Mk.IVs and even
AL386 'P' 'Lucky Lady' on P.37
the RAF P-51F in this pattern which appears to be reasonably common 126 Sqn 5J-I KH521 on P.120
in the UK. It is not however the most common pattern (of which there W/C Skalki's 'SS' on P.122
seems to be several) seen in available photos of U.K Mustangs.
The 65 Sqn Mk.IVs on P.126

Ducimus Cam & Markings, RAF Northern Europe, booklet #2 (circa
about 1970).
Mustang Mk.I, AM106 on P.42,43
126 Sqn 5J-A on P.47
Several other Allison machines including the 3 view on P.28
The RAF P-51F on P.47

Note: The photo on P.69 confirms that Skalki's aircraft has the unusual
layout of the Starboard wing pattern associated with this scheme. Thus
unless he either had two different aircraft or it was repainted (which I
doubt), the profile # 40 has an incorrect pattern. It should be like
Nowierski's aircraft in profile # 46.

Osprey Aircraft Aces # 7
93 Sqn DV-I? on P.21

I have drawn both sides of an example GL-N from 5 Sqn SAAF in
order to illustrate the pattern (BTW I am calling this the 'Loop'
pattern due to the peculiar loop of Grey on the port Rudder/Fin).
Reference for this scheme is a photo in Pt.4 of the privately published SAAF Colours & Markings series by Bill Marshall, Stefan
Bouwer etc.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 5 Sqn SAAF, GL-N, serial unk, Pilot: unk, Italy, circa May 1945.
RAF Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey scheme. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. RAF Sky fuselage band has been painted out.
Black/White insignia below the cockpit as per detail drawing. 40" 'C' type upper wing roundels. Roundels and fin flash have the Orange centres often associated with SAAF airframes.
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Reference for this scheme is a photo between Pages 180/181 of the
Sqn History '249 at War' by Brian Cull (Grub Street Publishers). The
insignia under the cockpit was later adapted as the unit badge (but in
the colours of Black on a Red circle).

Mustang Mk.IVa, 249 Sqn RAF, GN-B, KH682, Pilot: F/Lt Tom Ashworth, Mar/Apr 1945.
RAF Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey scheme. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. RAF Sky fuselage band. Black/White insignia below the cockpit as per detail drawing. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type. Exhaust shrouds are fitted to this airframe.

Drawing of the upper view of the 'Loop' scheme. Once again we have a style which is very non typical for RAF camouflage. The diagonally flowing
lines on the starboard wing are very non standard.
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7KH6$6/539$GGLWLRQDO,QIR
By Ross Anderson & John Myschka, of ACTSMS
When I ran the photographic article last month on the SAS Perentie
LRPV, I was aware that this magazine had an article on SAS Landrovers way back in 1990. Both Gary Green and I were sure however that
the article in question was on the older 110 series vehicles that used to
be used. Recently I dug that issue out for another reason and found that
we had been mistaken in that it was actually for what was then the
brand new LRPV, as per last issue.

cargo truck, but adding side bars which translate to meshed ‘ runningboard‘ sections along each side. A winch is placed in front of the insect
mesh covered grille, and boxed-in to a unique channel bumper bar (the
only vehicle in the series to feature a solid bumper). Fixed to the left of
the winch is an infrared driving light. Normal Landrover pattern lights are
arranged on the wing fronts, with extra convoy blackout lights, and natty
roll-up tactical camo covers fitted to reduce ‘ glint‘. Standard looking
Landrover mudguards, with the newer series’ plastic moulded lips, are in
As the article included a lot of background info plus drawings, I have six locations.
decided to re-introduce it here as a tribute to the late Ross Anderson
who did a lot of exceptional quality work like this for the magazine in the An air breather tube/outlet for exhaust gases during wading is fitted to
old days. It is reproduced here exactly as it originally appeared text wise the driver’s side and the 110’s broad, wide bonnet with clips for tool
(thus a couple of comments about the vehicles having only just being stowage is used- in SAS style a rolled up camo net is kept here for rapid
introduced into service are out of date).
erection (if needed). Only a basic windscreen is fitted to this vehicle
when required, it is a light flat plane affair, with an arched top, clipping to
Also Ross later ran the article again in the Winter 1993 issue of APMA a trough in front of the scuttle. This vehicle also has a rollover bar and
magazine. That version is the same as this here (including the use of driver mesh at this point.
these IPMS drawings with permission) but in addition includes the reference photos that Ross had when he did the research. Therefore it is Special seats, with contoured squabs, headrests, outside armrests and
worth chasing up a copy (contact APMA directly) if modelling one of belts are used. Between the seats, clips and butt holders for Steyr rifles
these vehicles.
are fitted, as is a large square, lidded, stowage bin. The specially configured instrument panel, as drawn separately, features a gyro compass
rearranged controls and a swing-arm to mount a Minimi, GPMG or
maybe an M60.
Special Forces often have a need for special application vehicles to suit
their unique missions, the US Delta Force and its Emerson Light Attack Two spare tyres are fitted, one to each side in custom designed aperVehicles and Rhodesian mine protected vehicles being typical of the tures, with again, natty camo covers to reduce any distinctive vehicle
need. Most established Special Forces maintain a Desert Patrol vehicle points. The vehicle employs a riveted skin-over-frame rear bodywork
for their ‘Brush-fire‘ war involvement - while maintaining undercover ve- and obviously has had extremely detailed design input from the SAS
hicles for use against urban terrorists.
and probably overseas consultation (for Oman has just bought eleven or
so of this Aussie vehicle, in preference to others).
The Australian SAS has followed the British SAS pattern of vehicle use
until very recently, in that highly overloaded Landrovers were used for The rear of the vehicle has a trough and lashdown loops for a Suzuki
desert patrol and a range of civilian cars and 4x4’s are purchased or DR250 trail bike - a feature which taxed the tailshaft of the Series 111
hired for undercover work. The British used the well publicised series vehicles by overextending the centre of gravity gravely. Standard taillight
111 ‘pink‘ landrovers and reputedly keep a brace of Kevlar armoured bars and a solidly framed tailgate are at the rear, and a tow pintle is
Range Rovers for urban intervention. Just recently the British SAS pur- bolted to the seemingly permanent bike trough. The ever necessary long
chased light dune-buggy type attack vehicles, which, being more rugged range fuel tanks are fitted to the upper sides, with two filler caps placed
and air-portable, are better special forces vehicles than compromised on the driver’s side, and provision for one driver’s and two other side
LandRovers.
jerry cans.
Australia’s SAS Regiment has had a fleet of Series 111 Landrovers and
a handful of specially equipped Unimogs for quite some time. Typical of
the modifications are trail bike carrier, extra tyres, long range fuel tanks,
swinging-arm machine gun mounts, cut-down bodywork and onboard
navigation equipment. When loaded up in this way, the rovers and Mogs
were strained to the limit when subjected to the demanding SAS long
distance reconnaissance role. An example is in our north west region,
where SAS patrols are tasked with long drives to arid and coastal areas
then lying in wait for passive observation of invasion forces.

Following old practice, a rearward facing seat is centrally placed, above
and between chequerplate floor and side sponson covers. Note lashdown and structural member points around the rear compartment rim. A
large tilt must be available for the rear, one is available for the cab area
roll bars. The wet season in the north, plus shade and camo considerations must require this extra canvas cover.
Another typical SAS device is the high pole mounted rear swivelling
GPMG. With its own feed and ammo box tray this gun mount is always
intriguing - firing from an unstable wheeled vehicle is a difficult task except for US movies and of course Rambo. Sustained defensive fire is its
main purpose - escape from ambush. Reputedly in Kangaroo ‘89 an
SAS/ Norforce recon OP didn’t, being taken out by 2 Cav Regiment in
style. Protected aerial mounts and the meshed-in rollover bars are both
traditional features fully implemented in this latest vehicle.

Thus when the newer Perentie series of 110 Landrovers were selected
for the Australian Army it came as no surprise to see an optimised long
distance patrol 6x6 vehicle appear, nicely slotting in between old rover
and Unimog in specification. This dedicated patrol vehicle, coupled with
a range of nondescript Ford F100s and a motley collection of vans and
trucks kept in secret locations in all capital cities for urban CT - counter
terrorist use, gives the SAS Regiment a transport capability they’ve The colour scheme of the SAS vehicle is an adaptation of the shapes
needed for a long time.
used to place the tan, black and olive drab colours over the vehicle, only
in smaller portions in proportion to this larger, squarer vehicle. The comIn common with all of the new Landrovers, an extensive scratchbuild puter generated pattern covers use the same material as GS vehicle
and kitbash is required to make any version. No 110 Rover at all is kit- tilts. This is hexagonally divided large patches of tan and green, overlaid
ted yet, despite wide use. The best starting point is the 1/35th Rovers - with medium hex patches of black and tiny hex’s of all other colours.
taking mudguards, chassis, some grilles and door parts and building a The panel is mainly black details over a green frame. For this article, a
wider broader and quite different internally, vehicle. The 1/24th Esci mili- lot of different sources have been used - the assistance of Peter Arthur,
tary rover has merit for its wheels, tyres and weaponry but would require IRA Australia Ltd brochures and the Editor is appreciated.
a big effort to make a large scale vehicle.
I’ll now describe the vehicle to assist the construction - research into
this vehicle is still incomplete, due to the tight security around its operation. The vehicle has a wraparound brush bar, sharing this with the 6x6
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Macchi A7-41 of 79 Sqn pictured off the coast of WA near Pearce in 1999/2000. Photo RAAF Official via Phil Hastie

Background

BS381C /627 and

In issue 16/1 of this publication we covered the final colour schemes
worn by the Macchi 326s of 25 Sqn RAAF before their return to Reserve
status (non-flying) on May 4th 1998. The aircraft and permanent RAAF
personnel were then used to form 79 Sqn RAAF for the 4th time (79 Sqn
previously flew Spitfires, Sabres and Mirages). At the time of the
changeover the unit's Macchis were wearing a scheme comprising Yellow arrowhead flashes added to the standard Macchi camouflage. The
Yellow areas were added in 1997-1998 to aid in spotting the aircraft
while flying around in the crowded airspace at Pearce AFB where they
were based.

2) The Dark Gray (Maritime) Scheme of overall Gunship Grey which is
FS#36118.

The only changes that 79 Sqn made to the aircraft markings was to
replace the 25 Sqn markings of a Yellow/ Black band plus the superimposed Black Swan insignia (see issue 16/1 for details) with their own
markings which consisted of a Black skull superimposed on the Yellow
I.D markings (see photo of A7-041 in the paint shop below). Strangely
they did not choose a marking scheme which perpetuated the 'Phoenix'
insignia used previously on their Mirages (that came later with the new
Hawk Mk.127s).

It should be noted that any FS numbers that you see quoted for these
BS381 paints are very approximate only, as the paints were not manufactured to the Federal Standard spec. If painting any RAAF aircraft in
these BS381 paint finishes, it is highly recommended that you use British manufactured model paints that are correctly matched to the British
colours.

A 76 Squadron aircraft crashed during 1990 due to fatigue problems. A
massive investigation into the Macchi fleet's fatigue life resulted, and
many airframes were reallocated over the following years. This resulted
in all manner of combination of colour schemes being seen with wings
taken from an airframe painted in the overall Gunship Grey scheme being mated to a fuselage painted in the earlier Dark Sea Grey/ Olive
Drab/ Light Gull Grey scheme or vice versa.

The other important point is that Dark Sea Grey BS381C /638 is not
anything like being the same colour as FS36118 Gunship Grey that has
been used fairly extensively by the RAAF from the 1990s (including on
Colours
Macchis that were painted in the overall Grey 'Maritime' scheme). Dark
Sea Grey has a strong bluish component to it when new (not surprising
79 Sqn Macchis were seen in the two basic colour schemes used on as it was used by the FAA in WWII as an upper surface colour) and
Macchis in the later years FS36099 is a much more accurate match for it. Many publications that
have equated this colour to FS36118 over the years are incorrect.
1) The 3 Tone Scheme - (Semi Gloss when new, the paint progressively
goes Matt when weathered) consisting of Upper - Dark Sea Grey The following airframe colours are common to both schemes unless
BS381C /638 & Olive Drab BS381C /298 and Lower - Light Gull Grey otherwise noted.
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Markings and Roundels - Red/ White/ Blue
Cockpit - Medium Grey with Black dials
Ejection Seat - Black with Black & Dark Brown cushions
Anti Glare panel - Black
Arrowhead Flashes - Golden Yellow BS381C /356
Exhaust Pipe - Dull Natural Metal
Nose Cap & area below Tailplanes - Stainless Steel
Serials and Tail Tip numbers - White
Leading edges of Flying Surfaces (Wings & Tailplanes) - Astrocoat
7200 Anti-abrasive finish (Full Gloss Dark Sea Grey)
The layout of the 79 Sqn tail markings on the Macchis is illustrated by
the attached photo by Mick Mirkovic. The Skull is Black and it normally
has Yellow eyes and other detailing. The whole lot is superimposed on
the Yellow Arrowhead Flashes.

Models
The recommended ones are 1/72 scale by Supermodel and 1/48 scale
by Esci. Both are not easy to obtain at the moment locally. If using the
Esci kit you will have to obtain 90 Gallon wingtip tanks to replace the
30 Gallon ones in the kit. Hawkeye Decals have released a lot of
sheets of Macchi decals in 2002/3. This includes decals for the 79 Sqn
scheme.

Shown below is the final 79 Sqn Macchi flypast. Tail markings
have been removed from all airframes except for one still carrying the 79 Sqn 'Skull' and one still in 25 Sqn markings !!
Photo RAAF via Mick Mirkovic
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A7-080 is a typical overall FS#36118 airframe, the only unusual aspect being that the drop tank on the Port side (only) has a Light Grey
lower surface. Other photos of this airframe (not published here for

copyright reasons) show that the tank on the Starboard side was
overall FS#36118. This airframe appeared at Avalon in 2001 in 76
Sqn markings, but still with the mismatched drop tanks.

Macchi 326H, 79 Sqn RAAF, A7-080 Pearce, 2000.
Overall Gunship Grey FS#36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes. Golden Yellow BS381C /356 arrowheads on wings (upper and lower) and tail planes
(also see upper view). Black 'Skull' markings on tail.
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A7-050 as seen at the Avalon Airshow in 2001. Photo Phil Hastie
This airframe was displayed at the Avalon Airshow in 2001 (along
with A7-080, an ex 79 Sqn machine that was in 76 Sqn markings by

that time). Phil Hastie's photos reproduced here show that it was in
very standard 79 Sqn markings at the time.

Macchi 326H, 79 Sqn RAAF, A7-050, Avalon, 2001.
Overall Gunship Grey FS#36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes. Golden Yellow BS381C /356 arrowheads on wings (upper and lower) and tail planes
(also see upper view). Black 'Skull' markings on tail.
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Macchi 326H, 79 Sqn RAAF, A7-044, Pearce, 1999.
Colour scheme as per A7-050 above. Starboard side view of an interesting variation on A7-044 where the Skull
had Red glowing eyes. The photo of this machine used to be on the PMMS site, but their Macchi reference
page is not online at the moment (due to rotation of their reference pages).

The 2nd airframe is A7-009 showing it's Gunship Grey fuselage matched to a set of wings in Dark Sea Grey/ Olive Drab/ Light
Gull Grey from another airframe. Photo RAAF Official

Due to the mix and match nature of the maintenance work that was
being undertaken to keep some of the Macchi airframes flying towards
the end of their useful lives, there were many examples of wings in the
3 tone scheme being matched to FS#36118 fuselages and vice versa.
This came about because the airframe stresses that caused components (wings and fuselage etc) to reach the end of their safe working
lives, was inconsistent between different airframes.

Sometimes wings would crack up first, on other occasions it was the
fuselage that ran out of hours first. Also part of the equation was the
fact that some new sets of wings were purchased from Italy in the
1990s and matched to fuselages that had airframe hours left. Some
wierd things happened (such as fuselages in the 'Fanta Can' scheme
being fitted with camouflaged wings). Sort of Lego on a large scale !!!!
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Macchi 326H, 79 Sqn RAAF, A7-009, Pearce, 1999/2000.
Fuselage - overall Gunship Grey FS#36118. Wings and tip tanks - Dark Sea Grey BS381C /638 & Olive Drab
BS381C /298 upper surfaces with Light Gull Grey BS381C /627 lower surfaces.
White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes. Golden Yellow BS381C /356 arrowheads on wings (upper and lower) - they are known to have also been added later to
the nose and tail planes also on this machine.

Macchi 326H, 79 Sqn RAAF, A7-041, Pearce, 2000.
Fuselage - Dark Sea Grey BS381C /638 & Olive Drab BS381C /298 upper surfaces with Light Gull Grey
BS381C /627 lower surfaces. Wings and tip tanks - FS#36118 upper and lower. Note on the photos and scrap
view drawing of the wing, that the portion around the engines is from an aircraft with the 3 tone scheme, not in
FS#36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes.
Golden Yellow BS381C /356 arrowheads on wings (upper and lower) and tail planes.
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A7-050 as seen at the Avalon Airshow in 2001. Photo Phil Hastie

At least one 79 Sqn Macchi was painted up in the style of tail markings that were adopted for the Hawks, consisting of the
'Phoenix' insignia placed on the tail, superimposed on a Burgundy tail stripe with Gold striping. At this stage we cannot be certain but it is likely that only one airframe was painted like this, especially for the passing out ceremonies for the Macchi in Sqn
usage. The above photo shows the C.O Wing Commander Rowe and all the pilots posing for a unit photo in front of this airframe. Photo RAAF via Mick Mirkovic.
Macchi 326H, 79 Sqn RAAF, A7-096, Pearce, 2001.
Overall Gunship Grey FS#36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes. Golden Yellow BS381C /356 arrowheads on wings (upper and lower) and tail planes
(also see upper view). 'Phoenix' insignia placed on the tail, superimposed on a Bugundy tail stripe with Gold
striping.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to Darren Mottram, Mick Mirkovic, Phil Hastie and Ryan Hamilton for contributing photos that were used to create this article and
giving permission to publish their material. Some photos are RAAF Official originally also.
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Darren Mottram photographed this airframe when it passed through
Williamtown on it's way to Wagga for use as a training aid in 2001.
Although it was in company with another airframe, Darren advises
that A7-096 was the only one that he ever saw in this style of markings. In these photos the tail stripe looks more like a traditional Red
rather than Burgundy, that however is probably just a trick of the light
taking into account the heading photo.

Photos by Darren Mottram
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Hawk A27-28 of 79 Sqn. Photo RAAF Official
79 Sqn received their first Hawks in Dec 2000. They operated alongside the unit's Macchi 326s until the later were finally phased out in
2001. With the Hawks, 79 Sqn changed their tail markings to incorporate the 'Phoenix' symbol which had been part of their markings during
the Mirage era.
The 'Phoenix' markings (which are actually decals) are identical both
sides, i.e the Phoenix is looking to the left on both sides and are not
handed for left and right. The marking which is seen close-up in the attached photos, is superimposed on a Burgundy tail stripe which is outlined in Gold. 79 Sqn Hawks also do not carry the standard R/W/B tail
stripes seen on 76 Sqn Hawks.
The 79 Sqn airframes are otherwise marked identically to those used
by No.76 Sqn at Williamtown except that 79 Sqn repeats the aircraft's
"last two" from the serial number on the tip of the nose whereas 76 Sqn
has them on the nose gear doors.
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A27-08 in detail
Hawk A27-08 was one of the first machines received by 79 Sqn, and was used for most of the publicity work associated with the unit in the early
days. Thus there are a large number of photos of this airframe available compared to the others. The first 4 below were taken by Mick Mirkovic
when the airframe was at a public display in 2001. Note that the tail stripe appears to be different shade from the photos above but that is probably
a trick of the lighting available. Photos Mick Mirkovic
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The 5 additional photos shown are via Mick Evans and show A27-08 while being serviced in 2002. The last photo shows a close-up of the crew
name decal that is applied to this airframe. Taken from a RAAF Calendar, the last photo shows A27-08 (what else !) in flight over the City of
Perth. Photos Mick Evans and RAAF Official.
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Crew Name Decals
79 Sqn Hawks carry the pilot's name below the forward cockpit sill as
per the attached example photos. Yes they are decals and the decal
surround shows up badly, so maybe the stickler for accuracy should
avoid removing it if they wish for a perfect model of the real thing !!!!
The decal consists of the pilots name and rank in Black script on one
line (with their nickname in a second line below). This all follows a
small rendition of the 79 Sqn 'Skull' marking (now where have we seen
that before). There has been two different styles used, the version without the Black surround appears to be the current one. See table attached supplied by Ross Laves for a list of names as applied during
2002.

Close up of the skull marking. Note that it is a decal not
painted. Photo via Mick Evans.

Above two photos show A27-18 & A27-06. Photos M.Evans
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Tail No

Name

A27-05 Wg.Cdr Pete Campbell
(See comment below)
A27-06 Sqn Ldr Gareth Neilsen
A27-08 Sqn Ldr Steve O’Halloran
A27-09 Flt Lt Steve Baker
A27-14 Sqn Ldr Steve Bihary
A27-18 Sqn Ldr Peter Kastenmaier
A27-22 Flt Lt Charles Cordy-Hedge
Unk
Flt Lt John Greig

Nick
PC
Chuck
Oho
Imran
2 Harrys
Stealth
Cordy
Rowdy

Note : A27-05 had a Wg.Cdr's Pennant following name. Straight edge
closest to name and same height as name.

The 60th Anniversary Special Scheme
Airframe A27-21 was painted up in a special scheme in 2003 to celebrate the 60th Anniversary of the original founding of the unit in 1943.
Another reason behind this was probably that since 76 Sqn had raised
the bar by painting up A27-16 in a special scheme for the Avalon airshow, 79 Sqn could not let themselves be outdone by the opposition.
Unit pride was at stake here !!
The photos below supplied by Mick Evans were taken in the paint shop
at Pearce on 03 Sep 2003 at the time that the scheme was originally
applied. Originally I had intended to do a set of drawings (side views
and wings) of this scheme, but as Darren Mottram has posted extensive photo coverage of this machine on his web site in the last two
weeks, I have not bothered. One point that I confirmed with Mick Evans
at the time was that there are no additional markings above or below
the wings or fuselage not evident in these photos.
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Ross Laves
Long term members will know club stalwart and ex Secretary Neil Warnes who is living in retirement up the North Coast at the moment.
Some of you with even longer memories may remember that his
nephew Ross Laves was a junior member of the club for a number of
years. Ross now in his twenties is a member of the Defence Forces
and was Operations Officer of 79 Sqn in 2002. Last thing I heard Ross
was at Richmond but he supplied the following photos and some info
such as the crew name list towards this article in 2002.
Photos show A27-05,06,08 & 21 on the runway etc at Pearce AFB.
A27-21 which is probably newly received here was of course recently
painted in the 60th Anniversary Scheme. Last photo shows Ross after
a flight in A27-29.

Photos via Ross Laves
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Modelling
References
Hawk Mk.127 models are available in 1/48th scale from both High
Planes Models (Greg Meggs) and the new Airfix kit. While the Airfix kit
is much cheaper to initially purchase (and probably goes together a lot
easier), it does not have the detail of the High Planes kit. The Airfix kit
has very poor cockpit detail etc so that in the long run the High Planes
kit is probably a better choice for those wanting to do a prize winning
model.
Steve Evans from Hawkeye does a comprehensive sheet of 79 Sqn
Hawk markings in 1/48th scale (ref no AAF-33) and these are highly
recommended. Now all we need is a decent model in 1/72 scale (the
Italeri kit is a Mk.100 in disquise which is not really good enough I'm
afraid).

As mentioned earlier Darren Mottram has extensive photographic references online for the Hawk Mk.127 including a very comprehensive
set of photos of the 79 Sqn 60th Anniversary Special Scheme. The
internet address for his Hawk pages is 'http://motty.hobbyvista.com/
Hawk-Articles-01.html'. Highly recommended.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to Mick Mirkovic, Ross Laves and Mick Evans for supplying
photos to be used in this article. Copyright is held by them and their
photos may not be reproduced without their written authorisation.
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Boomerang, 1 Rescue & Communications Sqn, SQ-A, Milne Bay 1944 (with 8 Sqn Beauforts). (WAMA 881735 721/41) Photo
via Mick Mirkovic and Dick Hourigan
As the next entry in my series on RAAF Oddities, we have photos of several Boomerangs used by Communication Units of the RAAF. To be honest this has to fit into the area of being an oddity as I fail to see the value
of such an arrangement. About all they could do with such a machine is
carry one small bag of mail, not very useful in my opinion.
First off (including the cover) are two photos of a machine coded SQ-A
with No.1 Rescue and Communications Squadron. This is one of three
Boomerangs that were used by the unit in late 1943 (serials A46-53, 79 &
90), all ex 4 Sqn, thus the Green tip to the White tail. Dick Hourigan feels
that it is most probably A46-79, as it appears to be undergoing repair in
the above photo (79 ran off Gurney Airstrip on 15/10/43 requiring repair
work).
This unit was renamed 8 C.U (Communications Unit) on 4/11/43, continuing to operate at least one of these machines as per the last photo of
A46-90 ZA-O in their markings. Note the large amount of repainting
around the code letters, no doubt involved with the change from 'SQ' to
'ZA'.
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Photos by Gary Green
Just a small selection this time of Leopard AS.1 photos taken at Holsworthy, in two different batches at different times in the mid 90s.
Copyright Notice – Copyright is held by Gary Green and these photos
may not be reproduced without his written authorisation.
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DH-94 A21-12 shown in the landing pattern. Photo via M.Mirkovic

by Mick Mirkovic & Steve Mackenzie
The DH-94 Moth Minor was a type acquired by the RAAF in 1939/40 in
small numbers as primary trainers pending the large scale delivery of DH87 Tiger Moths from the De Havilland factory at Bankstown. They were
mainly locally assembled by De Havilland from imported airframes & components (a few were impressed civil machines) and initially used as trainers, later being shunted off by the RAAF to all sorts of miscellaneous
uses when DH-87s became available in quantity. Post war many went
onto the civil register, being disposed off by the RAAF in 1945.
25 Squadron received 3 De Havilland DH-94 Moth Minors in 1940, these
being A21-9, 12 & 13. These served as ab initio trainers and squadron
hacks until 1942-43 when they were moved on to other units, see list below.

A21-9 : Received 25 Sqn on 14 Feb 1940 till transferred to 77 Sqn at
Dunreath (Perth Airport) on 18 Jun 1942. It then went to 35 Sqn at Pearce
on 1 Aug 1942 till transferred to 7 Comm Unit also at Dunreath. On 2 Aug
1944 it was force landed outside Pearce and converted to components.

A21-12 : Received 25 Sqn on 16 Feb 1940 till transferred to 35 Sqn at
Pearce on 12 Jan 1943. It then went to 7 Comm Unit at Dunreath on 6
Nov 1943 till transferred to 9 E.F.T.S at Cunardin 13 Nov 1944. Post war
it was on the civil register in W.A under various regos (VH-AMI, DDG &
THT), being donated to the RAAF Assoc Historical Group on 5 Dec 1971.
It is now on display at the RAAFA AHMWA.

A21-13 : Received 25 Sqn on 23 Feb 1940 till transferred to 35 Sqn at
Pearce on 14 Jul 1943. It then went to 7 Comm Unit at Dunreath on 6 Nov
1943 till transferred to 9 E.F.T.S at Cunardin 17 Oct 1944. Post war it was
on the civil register with M.L.Dalton under the rego VH-AHT. Crashed at
Carnamah WA on 17 Jul 1947.

A21-6 at Laverton Vic. Became Inst. Airframe #2. Photos
AHMWA via M.Mirkovic
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A21-4 at 1 AOS Cootamundra 1942. Later VH-AFT on the
civil register

Modelling
As none of us can think of any model ever existing of the DH-94 (not
even a vac form or resin) this is a scratch building exercise to model this
one. Luckily it is a fairly simple airframe, and any one wishing to attempt
it, see the Editor as I can supply copies of a couple of sets of plans which
will assist.

Colours
RAAF DH-94s are usually reported as being in the overall Yellow training
scheme in 1940/41 and camouflaged Foliage Green/ Earth Brown uppers
with Yellow lower surfaces in the later war years. However some in photos
look to the Editor to have been overall Silver doped rather than Yellow (in
line with such types as Avro Cadets - see last issue, and DH-60 Gypsy
Moths). The photos of a couple of camouflaged types seen on these
pages seem to only show one upper surface colour, however I suspect
that this may be a case of extreme merging of the colours in photos - research is continuing into this matter and will be presented in a later issue.

A very good example of what in this case does appear to be the overall
Yellow finish. A21-9 pictured in the service of 25 Sqn RAAF at Pearce
WA. Note the Natural Metal canopy frames which seem to be common to
all examples of this type.

DH-94 Moth Minor, 25 Sqn RAAF, A21-9, Pearce WA, 1941.
Overall Yellow training scheme. Black serials. 'A' type roundels in six positions plus rudder stripes (all are in the pre 1942 brighter roundel colours). Natural Metal canopy frames. Black spinner with Nat Metal tip.
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Similar to the previous example except that the photo on page one of this article seems to
show a machine in overall Silver dope rather than overall Yellow.

DH-94 Moth Minor, 25 Sqn RAAF, A21-12, Pearce WA, 1941.
Overall Silver doped training scheme. Black serials. 'A' type roundels in six positions plus rudder stripes (all are in the pre 1942 brighter roundel colours). Natural Metal canopy frames.

Some DH-94s were shunted off to be Instructional Airframes (for mechanics etc) such as this example. Colour scheme should be Foliage
Green/ Earth Brown upper surfaces but I have not been able to locate
demarcation lines on these photos so have assumed overall Foliage
Green at this stage.

3 photos of A21-36 (including also the cover photo), note
that the under wing roundel is incomplete, the portion on
the aileron is missing. Photos via Mick Mirkovic

DH-94 Moth Minor, A21-36, Engineering School Laverton, Instructional Airframe #6.
Foliage Green upper surfaces with Yellow lower surfaces. Black serials (note that the nose numbers are a different style). 'A' type roundels in
six positions plus fin stripes. Natural Metal canopy frames. Black spinner with Yellow tip.
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73 Sqn at Camden operated Ansons on Coastal Patrol duties searching
for Jap and German submarines which were very active against East
Coast shipping. This DH-94 Moth Minor was used as a unit hack in 1943.
This photo gives a good view of the starboard side of the unusual nose
intake that was a part of the DH-94 design.

Photo via Mick Mirkovic

DH-94 Moth Minor, A21-31, 73 Squadron, Camden, circa 1943.
Colours as per A21-36 on previous page. Black serials. 'A' type roundels in six positions plus fin stripes. Natural Metal canopy frames. Yellow
spinner with Red tip. Roundel style is unusual for this period in not having the Red segments overpainted.

As previously noted some DH-94s were used as Instructional Airframes
for the training of technical recruits etc. This photo taken at the Melbourne Showgrounds (which was converted into a training centre during
WWII) and housed No.1 Engineering School shows one such airframe.
Although the serial is not known for certain, I have drawn this machine
as it provides proof that some DH-94s were painted in the later war training scheme of overall Silver Dope with 3' Yellow trainer bands. Also note
lack of upper wing roundels.

DH-94 Moth Minor, A21-16, No.1 Recruit Training School, Melbourne Showgrounds, Instructional Airframe #3.
Overall Silver doped training scheme with 3' Yellow bands around the wings plus yellow engine cowling. Black serials. 'A' type roundels in six
positions plus rudder stripes (all are in the pre 1942 brighter roundel colours). Natural Metal canopy frames. There is a line of White script
above the serial which I have assumed is the wording 'Instructional Airframe #3'.
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Typical post war civil aircraft. Colours are reportedly Silver with dark Blue trim, rego VH-ACS in Black. Photo via Mick Mirkovic
As stated earlier 20 of the ex RAAF airframes came onto the Civil register
post war. They were in a number of different colour schemes but invariably carried Regos (usually in Black) on either side of the fuselage plus
above the Starboard and below the Port wings. The underwing Regos are
not shown on these drawings due to the problem of trying to represent
them almost side on at the angle that the drawings are viewed from.

VH-AIB is a civil machine which is known to have gone through a number
of changes in it's colour scheme over the years (it is still extant in Vic). At
the time of the photograph it was in a simple Yellow/ Black/ Silver
scheme without the Silver trim to the code letters etc that it later carried.

Photo via Mick Mirkovic

DH-94 Moth Minor, VH-AIB, Civil Register, Moorabbin, 1948.
Overall Yellow fuselage with Black nose trim and fuselage stripe. Wings and tail planes (rudder and horizontals) were Silver doped. Black Rego
VH-AIB. Natural Metal canopy frames. The name 'Miss Canary' was carried on the nose (both sides) in Yellow. Later the fuselage stripes and Regos on the fuselage only were outlined in Silver Dope as per the version drawn. The Regos on the wings are not outlined as they are already on a
Silver Doped wing.
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Another machine that has had a number of changes to it's colour scheme
over the years. This is the airframe that is now exhibited in the RAAFA
Aviation Heritage Museum at Bull Creek WA. It was originally A21-12 as
drawn with 25 Sqn at Pearce.

4 photos (including the next page) of VH-THT taken at various
times in the 1970s/1980s. Note that the spinner is non original
having been replaced by a smaller rounded piece of equipment.
Photos via Mick Mirkovic

DH-94 Moth Minor, VH-THT, Civil Register, 1970s.
Overall a light Cream colour with Black trim. Black Regos VH-THT. Natural Metal spinner & canopy frames.
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These 2 photos of VH-THT were taken at the AHMWA Bull
Creek. Photos via Mick Mirkovic

VH-KHJ was ex A21-10. It was with drawn from use at Tyabb in 1971, being utilised for spares. Photo via Mick Mirkovic

DH-94 Moth Minor, VH-KHJ, Civil Register, circa 1960s.
Overall White with Blue/ Yellow trim. Black Rego VH-KHJ. Natural Metal canopy frames.
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Images from the Photographic Library of the
Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.

These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

First up a few Wirraway images. A20-134 and A20-82 appear to
be training machines as they have the Yellow cowlings and fuselage numbers applicable to such. Next a few WWI images. Two
captured Fokker D.VIIs and a Sopwith 1 1/2 Strutter A1104.
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Editor's Notes - Keep in mind that in many cases what Mick sent

Addendum - As a follow up to the AHM photopage in issue 17/1,

me for scanning was prints done off the printer attached to the Computer system at AHMWA as he could obviously not send the original
prints across to me. Thus they will not be as good as a proper photographic print ordered from the Museum will be.

Roger Lambert has done some digging on the Mariner with nose art
("Jacquinot Jane" A70-10), and supplied the following list of named
aircraft gathered from several sources:

Copies of any of these with 'P' reference nos can be ordered from
the Museum as above by writing to their address for information on
sizes available and prices etc. There will be more examples on a
regular basis in each issue. Captions were added by me. (Steve)

"Donald Duck" (A70-4)
"Rose Bay Rose" (A70-9)
"Jacquinot Jane" (A70-10)
"Ah Sweet Mystery" (A70-11)

First DH-9s at Kalgoolie in 1927. 2nd Ju-88G xx-GA W.Nr 714759 at Wunstorf, late 1945. Last photo from M.Manti coll.

1st - Spitfire FR.XIVe FU-T TZ312 at Wunstorf, late 1945. 2nd Spitfire FR.XIVe NI-B serial unk, 451 Sqn. 3rd - Spitfire FR.XIVe
FU-N, D & E, serials unk, 453 Sqn. 4th - Spitfire FR.XIVe FU-J
serial unk, 453 Sqn. All 4 photos Wunstorf, late 1945. From the
M.Manti coll.
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Vought Sikorsky Kingfisher 'V-22'.
Greyish Silver overall. 'V-22' in Black. This may be a factory scheme as it is based on incomplete information.

By Ley Reynolds

In 1941 the defence of the NEI against invading forces was largely
reliant on the Dutch Naval and Air Forces. The later consisted of two
components, The Militaire Luchvaart - Koninklyide Nederlands Indisch Leger (Air Division - Royal Netherlands Indies Army) which was
funded and equipped by the colonial government and the Marine Luchvaart Dienst (Naval Air Service) which was part of the Koninklyide
Marine responsible to the Dutch home government (however the occupation of Holland in 1940 made this academic). I have previously
covered the ML-KNIL in detail in another magazine, so this article will
concentrate on the MLD.
The MLD had it's own serial system consisting of a letter and one or
two digits. The letters identified to date were:
S - Ryan STM.
V - Vought Sikorsky Kingfisher.
X - Dornier Do 24K.
Y - Consolidated 28-5MNE
The only two colours so far identified for MLD aircraft are Dupont
Ducoline 'Mud' for uppersurfaces and 'Milk White' for lowersurfaces,
both apparently commercial colours available in the USA at the time

Ryan STM - delivered in overall natural metal/ silver doped fabric
and at a late stage camouflaged on the uppersurfaces with a dark
colour ('Mud' ?). Kits are available from High Planes Models and
MPM both being similar standard short run items. Support Greg and
Steve and buy the local High Planes offering.

Vought Sikorsky Kingfisher- either 22 or 24 were despatched to
the MLD, of which 18 ended up in Australia. It is possible the others
actually reached the NEI. Colour seems to have been a Light Grey
overall (a USN colour perhaps?). Kits from Lindberg and Airfix are
now around 40 years old and obviously nowhere near current standards. A recent release Pavla (under the Octopus label) is much better but at an increased price and can be recommended.

Dornier Do 24K-1/2 - 37 examples of this design reached the NEI,
originally in an overall Medium Grey. At some stage many, if not all,
were repainted in 'Mud' upper surfaces and 'Milk White' under surfaces. The only kit available is from Italeri which has a number of
problems (see separate article for details).

Sikorsky S-43 - An unknown number of this type were ordered but
I have not been able to find any further details. Sword have recently
released an excellent 1/72 scale kit which can be recommended.

Consolidated 28-5MNE (export version of the PBY-5) - 36
examples of this aircraft were delivered to the NEI. There is some
debate about the colours - 'Mud/ Milk White' being one choice and
USN Blue Grey/ Light Grey being the other. I think the later is the
most probable. It seems certain that the Model 28s retained the large
upper wing markings and the Black outlined Orange rudders after
these had been deleted from other types. Kits from Airfix, Revell
(complete with Dutch markings in some issues) and Academy are
generally available in ascending order of accuracy/ detailing/ price.

Other types used for training & communication aircraft were the Fokker T.IVa, Fokker C.VII-W, Fokker C.XI-W and Fokker C.XIV-W - all
obsolete float plane types on which the author has no info and is
seeking assistance on !!.

Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft
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Ryan STM-S2 'S-54'.
Dark upper surfaces (possibly the Ducoline colour 'Mud' used on the MLD's Do 24s and Catalinas).
Natural Metal under surfaces and floats, dark coloured (Red ?) tip to floats, Black float under surfaces, turn over pylon and serials. Note no upper wing markings.

Dornier Do 24K-1 'X-10'.
'Mud' upper surfaces and 'Milk White' under surfaces. 'X-10' in Black. No markings above wings. This aircraft became A49-5 in RAAF
service.

Consolidated 28-5MNE 'Y-38'.
Dark upper surfaces over Light under surfaces (take your pick for the colours). 'Y-38' in White. On the admittedly poor photograph of
this aircraft there appears to be a very dark (black?) stripe on the hull chime - a plimsol line or trick of the light?. (Drawing C.Ferris)
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By Dave Clark and Ley Reynolds

Probably the best known Dornier Boat, the Do 24K was designed to a
Dutch requirement for a flying boat for service in the NEI. It was built
by several companies in the following versions:

Do 24K-1 - with Wright Cyclone Rl820-F52 radials
Serials X1 - 24 built by Dornier-Werke
X25 - 29 built by AG Dornier Flugzeuge, a Swiss subsidiary
X30 - 36 built by Aviolanda in Holland. Total built - 36

Do 24K-2 - with Wright Cyclone R1820-G 102 radials
Serial X37 built by AG Dornier Flugzeuge Total built – 1
With identifying features as follows:
Armament - Do 24K-l/K-2
X1 - 12: three 7.7mm Colt-Browning machine guns in ‘flat topped’ turrets.
X13 - 37: two 7.7mm machine guns in ‘flat topped’ bow and tail turrets
and one 20mm HS 404 cannon in a ‘domed’ dorsal turret.
Cowls - Wright Cyclone: chord of 800mm (approx - 11 mm in 1/72)
and no cooling gills.

The Kit
The only kit of the Do 24 released to date is by ltaleri in 1/72nd scale.
Not surprisingly no two sets of plans match, so a study of plans.
sketches and photographs in the references listed hereafter was used
to compile the following notes. Where I have some doubts, the text is
annotated accordingly.

Basic Corrections
1I. The second step in the bottom of the hull, although in the correct
position is too rounded; it should finish in a knife edge. Milliput inside
the hull and judicious sanding will correct this fault.
2. The tail plane leading edge should be almost flush with the upswept
line of the hull (i.e. not projecting as the kit parts). Fill to the correct
line.
3. The hull forward of the windscreen slopes too sharply down to the
bow. Again fill to the new line.
4. The bow turret is marginally too tall. Reduce the height by 1mm.
5. The stern turret is undersize in diameter, caused by the rear hull
being too narrow, it would be a major exercise to insert 1.5mm spacers, fill and sand to the correct shape. This would also require a new
turret of 13mm diameter and, hence, can only be recommended to the
masochists amongst us.
6. The bow and dorsal turrets may be slightly out of position - I am not
certain of this, so I recommend that they be left untouched.
7. The layout of the hull portholes on some aircraft is different to the
kit - a result of the different manufacturers perhaps? Check your refer-

ences.
8. The sponsons may be undersize in span and chord at the tip. This
area does not show up clearly in photographs and available plans are
contradictory (what else is new!). My advice is to leave well enough
alone.
9. Add strakes to the hull and sponsons as shown in the sketches.
Like the portholes these seem to vary somewhat. Again, check your
references.
10. The engine nacelles need to be longer - by my calculations, 3mm
(i.e. 8mm overall from the wing leading edge to the front of the nacelle).>
11. Add the oil cooler outlet on top of the nacelle at the front, use plasticard to form a 9 x 3mm rearwards facing vent.
12. Add cockpit roof hatch slide rails and strakes aft of how turret as
shown in sketch.
13. The bow turret is rather too rounded on top. Vacforming a replacement is the only option.
14. Add mooring bollards to the hull. Check your references.

Specific Corrections
Do24 K-I/2 ( Serials X13 - 37)
Scratchbuild thc dorsal H 404 cannon, or Aeroclub ABG 039 is a close
match.
Sand the tail turret to match that in the bow and add new frame lines
Reshape the intakes under the nacelles as per sketch
Reduce the cowl chord to 11 mm and reshape the front lip as per
sketch
The kit engines can be used as little can be seen inside the cowl but
Aeroclub ABE 021 is a Wright Cyclone R1820
Remove the aerial fairings on the upper wing and aft hull
Fill all hull rescue hatches
Scratchbuild Colt-Browning machine guns or use Aeroclub ABG 018
Do24 K-I (serials X1-12) - As K-1/2 but the dorsal and tail turrets both
match the bow turret so it is worth making a master and vacforrning
three examples.

References
‘News and View’s’ 4/89 IPMS (NSW)
‘Air Enthusiast‘ No. 21
‘Aviation News’ Vol 12/11
‘Airfix Magazine‘ - various issues
‘Air International‘ - various issues
‘War Planes of WW2 — Flying Boats‘ - W. Green
‘Do24K Vliegboten van de Marineluchtvaardienst’ N. Geldhof
‘Aviones Militares Espagnoles‘ - Ministerio de Defensa

Editor's Comments: Ley provided a couple of small sketches with
his article on Do 24K details, but in lieu I have scanned the four pages
of drawings from our ‘News and View’s’ 4/89 .
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'XWFK'RUQLHU'HWDLOLQJ3W
By Mark Newton
Way back in issue 4/89, IPMS (NSW) had an excellent article on the
Dutch Dorniers by our very own Mark Newton. Mark covered the conversion in detail (the article agreed with the list of corrections required
to convert the Italeri kit as listed by Ley on Page 51.
About the only thing to add to Ley's notes is that the sponsons are
definitely undersized in the kit, they should be rebuilt as per the drawings below ('click' for larger scans).
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In addition to the list of references that Ley listed, there is also a detailed article by Fred Harris in Plastics Modeller No.17 (1993) on making a RAAF Dornier. As the RAAF boats were surviving NEI machines,
the conversion details which agree with those listed by Ley and Mark
also apply. This article is recommended if you can borrow a copy.
P.S Ignore the 1/72 scale tags on the two pages below as they have
been reduced from their original full page size.
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Competition

Name Model

Large Scale Aircraft
1st - Gary Wickham A-4 Skyhawk "Top Gun"
2nd - Dave Connolly Hawker Hunter FGA-9
3rd - Michael Elst F-14A Tomcat
Small Scale Aircraft
1st - Patrick Edouard P-51 Mustang "Lou IV"
2nd - Patrick Edouard P-51 Mustang "Cloud Dancer"
3rd - John McNeilly ME-109 W
Ships
1st - Gary Wickham Kilo Class Submarine
2nd - Michael Elst USS Arleigh Bourke Class
3rd - John McNeilly Le Redoubtable
Science Fiction
John McNeilly Narcissus
Figures
Brenton Jones US Airborne 1967
Cars
1st - Chris Cole Vincent Black Shadow
2nd - Alan Bell 1926 T-Ford
Trucks & Commercial Vehicles No Entries N/A
Open Competition No Entries N/A
Dioramas John McNeilly Ambush
Large Scale AFVs Mark Nolan T-55A
Small Scale AFVs No Entries N/A
Out of the Box Gary Green Dodge Ambulance
Junior No Entries N/A
Best Novice Model Chris Cole Corvette Grand Sport
Motor Sports
1st - Chris Cole Corvette Grand Sport
2nd - Rhys Crosskill Speedway Modified
3rd - Alan Bell Racing Team
Model of the Year Mark Nolan T-55A
Modeller of the Year Gary Wickham N/A
Competitor of the Year John McNeilly N/A
Most Improved Modeller Chris Cole N/A
Encouragement Award Ryan Hamilton N/A
Secretary's Award Dave Connolly Hunter FGA-9
People's Choice Mark Nolan T-55A
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Red Roo Publications
Review by Steve Mackenzie
Many people would be aware that Gary Byk publishes an expanding
series of publications under the Red Roo imprint. These books are
printed in small batches on a Laser printer, giving the advantage of being able to be updated frequently between printings to enable him to
take advantage of the latest info that becomes available, while giving
very good reproduction quality.
In exchange for some HTML work that I did for Gary on one of his latest projects (all will revealed in due course when the official announcement is made), a set of the books was received for review purposes
(more books will be reviewed in the next issue). I have taken a look at
publications 1-3 in the series in the issue.
Red Roo Book #4 - The Modeller's Guide to the Bell P-39 Airacobra in RAAF Service
By Gary Byk (Author)
This book has a technical breakdown (including many detail photos
and manual excerts), colour scheme and marking details, a modelling
guide to P-39 Airacobra variants (quite detailed looking at the available
kits) and a photo gallery (some detail photos of preserved examples
are in colour. Also includes colour chips for 4 of the main RAAF colours involved. There is a total of 94 pages in all.
Very few disadvantages - the photo coverage of actual WWII examples with the RAAF is limited , however as it includes pretty much all
the known photos there is not much more that could have been done
about that. Highly recommended if interested in the subject, available
from Red Roo (see details at end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price A$18.50

There is a limited use of colour in this release with several schemes
being drawn in colour in profile. One error I spotted is that the correct
code for 'Mac' Read's machine W8209 drawn on page 97 should be
TD-E (not TD-F as drawn). This machine also had the 'Snifter' emblem
on both sides and the 'E' repeated on the lip of the nose cowling (the
middle photo on P.62 almost certainly shows W8209). Highly recommended, available from Red Roo (see details at end of review) and a
few specialist retailers. Price A$36.75
Red Roo Book #6 - Kingfisher in the Antipodes
By Barry Pattison (Author) & Peter Malone (Technical Editor)
Although a much smaller book at a total of 56 pages in all, this is a
very good coverage of it's subject. It mainly consists of text plus Kingfisher colour scheme and marking details, and an extensive photo gallery. While this material originally appeared in pairs of articles that appeared in both IPMS 'Modelcraft' in the 1970s and the AHSA journal,
this version has been fully updated with all known corrections and the
latest info available on the subject.
Highly recommended if interested in this subject, it will definitely be
the last word on it. Available from Red Roo (see details at end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price A$20.95

All these books are available from Red Roo Models:
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com
Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150

Red Roo Book #5 - Buffalo Down Under

Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!

By Gary Byk (Author) and Peter Malone (Technical Editor)

Reviews by Steve Mackenzie

One of the largest of the Red Roo series with a total of 124 pages in
all. Very similar in content to book #4 with a technical breakdown
(including many detail photos and manual excerpts), Buffalo colour
scheme and marking details, a modelling guide to Buffalos (again quite
detailed) and an extensive photo gallery. Also includes colour chips for
4 of the main colours involved. There is a lot of very good material
(many photos etc) in this one.
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Reviews by Steve Mackenzie
Catalogue: Refer to text.
Scales: 1/48th & 1/72nd

While only a small sheet physically, this sheet gives you the fuselage
Codes and serials (plus names in 2 cases) to make a total of 4 different aircraft. Roundels however are not included and will have to be
sourced from General Markings sheets of roundels as applicable. 2 of
the aircraft (A30-5 & 8) are in Natural Metal with Yellow training bands,
the remaining 2 (A30-12 & 14) are camouflaged.
Very interesting sheet of a rare type in RAAF service. The MPM kit ap-

Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - one 4 view colour C&M instructions plus one B&W sheet of instructions for usage (very well
done), plus one decal sheet.
Price: varies - see text
Review Type: First Look.
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Good instructions.
Disadvantages: The Gloster Decals are printed with the varnish covering the entire sheet, requiring trimming of the individual items.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
en-

plies in 1/72. Instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving multi
view drawings (up to 4 angles) of each machine.

GD001 - Boulton Paul Defiant TT.III, 733 NAS 1945.
A&12.95
Red Roo also distribute the Gloster Decal range which is I believe
originated by Melbourne modeller Paul Gloster. Each sheet is a small
one for one aircraft only. GD001 is for a Defiant T/Tug in a Silver/ Yellow/ Black scheme. in addition to the sheet scanned, there is a 2nd
sheet with White backing areas for the roundels and fin flashes.

hancement of models of these subjects.

RRD0001 - Black Kangaroos - various sizes A$12.95
Plain Black Roos as used on a number of types, particularly Helicopters. Gives a number of different sizes, obviously while intended for
1/72 scale, the larger ones will have an application in 1/48th.

RRD7227 - DC-2, early RAAF colour schemes A$9.00
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GD003 - Fairey Firefly I, 827 NAS, HMS Triumph,
1950. A$12.95
This one is for a Korean War Firefly, complete with Black/ White striping. Otherwise same comments as GD001 above.
All sets are available from Red Roo Models, details as per book review
Thanks to Gary Byk for the review sets.
Other sets received but not reviewed this issue (they will be in the
next issue), but worth a mention are RRD4827 A$5.00 Boomerang
BF-M 'Miss Albany'.

